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FRANE~·JOHX

FOR

D0~·1ES '1' IC

COUNCIL REVIEW

The follm·ling set of themes and principles represents a
conceptual framev10rk for the Do:nestic Council Domestic
Policy Revie~-1.
It is intended that this fra_rne~·Tork \·Tould
permit the consistent analysis of major issues and guide
alternative decisions on the vari~us proposals.
rrhe themes and principles are consistent vrith the President J s
policy preferences. Although they are not totally interdependent, they are intended as a coherent set.
Theme 1:

FORGING A

NE~v

PHILOSOPHIC CONSENSUS

Associated Principle
A stable domestic policy philosophy should be
developed which bridges the stalema::e bet't.·reen
the social-activist policies of the early '60s
and the anti-centrist improved governmental.
management policies of the early '70s.

Theme 2:

ASSURH~G

CONTINUED Al-!ERICA.N

TKDEPENDE~CE

Associated Principle

I

To assure an adequate . supply of resources
essential_ to the continued vitality of the
American economy, the United States must
either produce them domestically (or produce
economically and environmentally acceptable
substitutes) ; - or, through foreign policy,
we ~ust assure that such supplies are
avail2ble on a stable and economically
acceptable basis.
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Theme 3:

BUILDING ON Ai"1ERICA' S PROVEN STRENG'£IIS

Associated Principles

t

.

a)

Governmental policy should be consistently
guided by an appreciation of the essential
value of work.

b)

Governmen~al

policy should be consistently
guided by an appreciation of the essential
. value of incentives for enterprise, initiative
and innovation.

c)

Governmental policy should be consistently
guided by an appreciation of the essentia~
value of respect for the individu~ -individual· choice, individual dignity, and
individual privacy.
·

d)

Governmental policy should be consistently
guided by an appreciation of the essential
value of the widespread distribution of
pm-1er.

Theme 4:

'

FOSTERING SUSTAINABLE ECONOHIC GROWTH

Associated Principles
a)

Government policy must be concerned about
BOTH inflation and unenplo~-rn.ent.

b)

Gover~~ental

c)

Efficient infra-structure must be viewed as
essential to tl1e economic health of an
increasingly complex society.

Theme 5:

policy must weigh the secondary
costs of apparently beneficial interven~ion and consider the net relationship of benefits
to TOTAL costs in setting policy.

.r<IAKING BEST USE OF LINITED RESOURCES

Associated Princieles
a}

When intended benefits can be more efficiently
provided Hithou·t la.cge bureaucracies and large
administrative costsr limited resources ought
not be spent to support these costs.
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b)

The limi·ted resources perspective must be
sys tern-\•Tide.

c)

Limited public resources spent for the
provision of services or direct benefits,
in the.social program area, ought to be
focused on the problems of the most needy
~~e poor and those unable to help themselves.

d)

Limited resources ought not to be spent on
full-scale programs \-lhere the effectiveness
of the basic program technology has not first
been· satisfactorily tested on a meaningful
"pilot" scale.

Theme 6 :·

INCREASING GOVERNNENTAL RESPONSIVENESS AND
ACCOUNTABILITY

Associated Principles
a)

Gover~ment

b)

Governmental roles. and responsibilities
ought to be allocated &~ong levels of
goverr~ent in a way that places the burden
of justification on those who would ce~tralize
functions (and thereby tend to render government less responsive to local preference~).

c)

The burden of justification must be placed~
on those who would "complexify" govermnent
the simpler it is, the easier i t is to
comprehend, to administer and to hold
accountable.

d)

Administrative procedures nust be devised
and applied to prevent fraud and to ensure
quality cont.rol.

e)

Executive functions -- ,.,.;h2ther delega·ted or
not -- ought to be ".·Ti thin the control and
diTcct responsibility of identifiable elected
officials.

ought not to try to do on full
scale what it cannot satisfactorily do on
a pilot basis.

"-.fO
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Theme 7 :

RESTORING A. SENSE OF FAiilllBSS

Associated Principles
a)
b)

Those situated similarly in need ought to
be treated similarly.
Among those expected to \•Tork -- as also
among those who (by virtue of age or health
status) are not expected to ·Hork -- those
\vho earn more ought not, by governmental
action, be placed in a position of net dis· advantage relative to those who earn less.

c)

Those who ~re needy and unable sa~sfactori~y
to help themselves ought to receive some
minimal set of benefits as a matter of hQ~ane
concern.

d)

To the extent that a prior history of unfairness has left a group disadvantaged,
governmental intervention may be justified
to restore a sense of fairness.

.
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12/13/75

STATE OF THE UNION COORDINATING GROUP

Members
Cheney (or representative)
Hartmann (or representative)
EPB--Seidman (or representative)
ERC--Zarb (or representative)
OMB--Lynn/O'Neill (or representative)
NSC--Scowcroft (or representative)
Domestic Council--Cannon/Quern
CEA--Greenspan/McAvoy
Congressional Liaison--Marsh/Friedersdorf
Counsel--Buchen/Schmults (or representative)~~

Process
1.

Six Basic Challenges approved by President
--"Can do" theme of building on America's strengths.
--Strengths identified.

2.

Single meeting of one hour each for each of the
challenges. Five-minute rule.

3.

Participants have three days following each meeting
to submit their proposals on what should be in the
State of the Union in regard to challenge which was
discussed at that meeting.

4.

President will be presented a single decision paper
on each challenge in order to indicate his preference
on how to address that challenge in the State of the
Union.

5.

Presidential decisions will be incorporated in a
draft message.

;:
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Schedule for Meetings
MONDAY, December 15
11 a.m.

Brief group on process
--lay out themes·and Six Basic Challenges

WEDNESDAY, December 17
I.

·.

~

Continuing America's Growth While
Ensuring Fiscal Responsibility
(Comments and papers due 12/20/75}
"~

5 p.m.

II.

~

'fz:>

Achieving Energy Independence
~
(Comments and papers due 12/20/?S)J ~~

THURSDAY, December 18
11 a.m.
5 p.m.

III.
IV.

Increasing Employment and Productivity
(Comments and papers due 12/21/75}
Ensuring Responsible Social Policies
(Comments and papers due 12/21/75}

December 19
V.
VI.

Revitalizing Our Federal System
(Comments and papers due 12/22/75}
International Peace and Security {Scowcroft}
(Comments and papers due 12/22/75}

...
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Deadline for Decision Papers
MONDAY, December 22
2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges I and II.

TUESDAY, December 23
2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges II and IV.

WEDNESDAY, December 24
2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges V and VI.

WEDNESDAY, December 31
6 p.m.

All issues resolved and all papers to
Hartmann.

OEC 15 1975
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 15, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DICK CHENEY
ROBERT T. HARTMANN
BILL SEIDMAN
FRANK ZARB
JAMES LYNN
PAUL O'NEILL
BRENT SCOWCROFT
ALAN GREENSPAN
PAUL MacAVOY
JACK MARSH
MAX FRIEDERSDORF
PHIL BUCHEN
ED SCHMULTS
ART QUERN

FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

State o

Union Discussions

The purpose of these meetings is to provide for brief
discussion of the elements of the State of the Union
and to enable submission in writing of comments and
suggestions on these elements. This is aimed at:
1.

Ensuring a prompt compilation of possible themes
and principles.

2.

Identifying various specific programmatic decisions
which have been, are being, or need to be made.
--Where decisions have been made, the purpose is
to determine how best to treat them in the State
of the Union.
--Where decisions are in the process of being
presented to the President, the purpose is to
accelerate the process.
--Where decisions that need to be made are identified,
the purpose is to determine the most expeditious
means of bringing the issue to a decision.
• F
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3.

The documents produced on each "challenge" will
be compiled and given to the President.
--Challenges I and V by the 19th.
--Challenges IV and VI by the 20th.
--Challenges II and III by the 21st.

Revised

12/15/75
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Schedule for Meetings
MONDAY, December 15
11 a.m.
Sit Rm. ,.

Brief group on process
--lay out themes and Six Basic Challenges

TUE.S.DAY, December ..16
11 a.m.
Cannon's
Office

I.

5 p.m.
Cannon's
Office

V.

~continuing

America's Growth While Ensuring
Fiscal Responsibility
(Comments and papers due 12/18/75)
"~

Revitalizing Our Federal System
(Comments and papers due 12/18/75)

WEDNESDAY, December 17

11 a.m.
Sit Rm.

IV.

Ensuring Responsible Social Policies
(Comments and papers due 12/19/75)

5 p.m.
Sit Rm.

VI.

International Peace and Security (Scowcroft)
(Comments and papers due 12/19/75)

THURSDAY, December 18

11 a.m.
Sit Rm.

III.

5 p.m.
Sit Rm.

II.

Increasing Employment and Productivity
(Comments and papers due 12/20/75)
Achieving Energy Independence
(Comments and papers due 12/20/75)

.::.'~~·:-;-r:,~-~-~>
,.

·12/15/75
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Deadline fo·r Decision Papers to the President
FRIDAY, December 19
2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges I and v.

SATURDAY, December 20

2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges IV and VI.

SUNDAY, December 21

2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges III and II.

WEDNESDAY, December 31

6 p.m.

All issues resolved and all papers to
Hartmann.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 15, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DICK CHENEY
ROBERT T. HARTMANN
BILL SEIDMAN
FRANK ZARB
JAMES LYNN
PAUL O'NEILL
BRENT SCOWCROFT
ALAN GREENSPAN
PAUL MacAVOY
JACK MARSH
MAX FRIEDERSDORF
PHIL BUCHEN
ED SCHMULTS
ART QUERN

FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

State o

Union Discussions

The purpose of these meetings is to provide for brief
discussion of the elements of the State of the Union
and to enable submission in writing of comments and
suggestions on these elements. This is aimed at:
1.

Ensuring a prompt compilation of possible themes
and principles.

2.

Identifying various specific programmatic decisions
which have been, are being, or need to be made.
--Where decisions have been made, the purpose is
to determine how best to treat them in the State
of the Union.
--Where decisions are in the process of being
presented to the President, the purpose is to
accelerate the process.
--Where decisions that need to be made are identified,
the purpose is to determine the most expeditious
means of bringing the issue to a decision.

/\:,.·-;c-:':.,;
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3.

The.docurnents produced on each "challenge" will
be compiled and given to the President.
--Challenges I and V by the 19th.
--Challenges IV and VI by the 20th.
--Challenges II and III by the 21st.

,
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Revised

12/15/75
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Schedule for Meetings
MONDAY, December 15
./

V

11 a.m.
Sit Rm.

Brief group on process
--lay out themes and Six Basic Challenges

'rUE.SDAY,, December 16

j

11 a.m.
Cannon's
Office

I. ~continuing America's Growth While Ensuring
Fiscal Responsibility
(Comments and papers due 12/18/75)

5 p.m.
Cannon's
Office

v.

Revitalizing Our Federal System
(Comments and papers due 12/18/75)

WEDNESDAY, December 17
11 a.m.
Sit Rm.

IV.-

Ensuring Responsible Social Policies
(Comments and papers due 12/19/75)

5 p.m.
Sit Rm.

VI.

International Peace and Security (Scowcroft)
(Comments and papers due 12/19/75)

THURSDAY, December 18
11 a.m.
Sit Rm.

III.

5 p.m.
Sit Rm.

II.

Increasing Employment and Productivity
(Comments and papers due 12/20/75)
Achieving Energy Independence
(Comments and papers due 12/20/75)

·12/15/75
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Deadline for Decision Papers to the President
FRIDAY, December 19
2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges I and V.

SATURDAY, December 20

2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges IV and VI.

SUNDAY, December 21
2 p.m.

Completion and Submission of Paper to
President on Challenges III and II.

WEDNESDAY, December 31
6 p.m.

All issues resolved and all papers to
Hartmann.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 15, 1975
12:45 p.m.

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DICK CHENEY
ROBERT T. HARTMANN
BILL SEIDMAN
FRANK ZARB
JAMES LYNN
PAUL O'NEILL
BRENT SCOWCROFT
ALAN GREENSPAN
PAUL MacAVOY
JACK MARSH
MAX FRIEDERSDORF
PHIL BUCHEN
ED SCHMULTS
JERRY JONES
ART QUER

FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

State o
Revital

The
for
the
the

Union Meeting on
the Federal System

attached paper will serve as a beginning point
discussion this afternoon on a proposed section of
State of the Union Message dealing with Revitalizing
Federal System.

Attachment

V.

The Fifth Challenge:
System.
A.

Revitalizing our Federal

We recommend that you reaffirm your faith in
the unique values of the American Federal system
of shared sovereignty and responsibility -- its
capacity:
1.

To foster diversity within unity;

2.

To encourage imagination, innovation and
creativity in both the public and private
sectors;

3.

To achieve balance by the division of
authority between national and state governments
and the.separation of powe~~among the executive,
the. legislative and the judicial branches;

4.

And.its pluralism-- the capacity to sustain
many. differing.belief$ which.strengthen the
total fabric of American society.
I

B.

·\.

We recommend that you explain that historic
forces \have distorted the relationships between
the Federal partners and thus undermined the
strength of the system:
1.

The uncoordinated proliferation of categorical
grants, with resultant duplication, conflict,
inefficiency, waste and weakening of initiative
and responsibility at the state and local levels;

2.

Confusion of responsibility among Federal,
state and local governments, .hence qeclining
public confidence in all government.

3.

Aggravation of state and local fiscal problems
by the matching requirements of grants.

4.

Effective exclusion of state governments
from prior formulation of Federal programs
which these governments must then administer.

•

I
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c.

We recommend that you propose to Congress these
actions to revitalize the Federal system:
1.

To strengthen the financial capacities of
government closest to the people:
Renew General Revenue Sharing -- undergirding
the program with a permanent trust fund.

2.

To eliminate duplication and waste and to
strengthen initiative and responsibility of
governments closest to the people:
Consolidate Federal aid programs into
these four areas, to be administered
primarily by the states:
Health
:

Education
Social Services
Community Development

3.

To strengthen and restore the authority of
state governments and to decentralize the
Federal regulatory bureaucracy:
Provide for state administration of Federal
regulatory programs, based on Federal
approval of state plans.

4.

To rationalize the Federal system:
Make a clear, simple allocation of roles
and responsibilities to each level of
government.

5.

To make revitalization of the Federal system
a high priority of the Administration and to
involve state governments in policy planning:
Propose creation of an Executive Office of
Intergovernmental Coordination in the
White House.

..

~Ji.-.

J~N 9 1976
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 9, 1976

MEMORANDUM TO:

DICK CHENEY
JACK MARSH

SMITxr
flo. .

FROM:

DOUG

The following working group will return from~\Williamsburg
today:
·
Cannon, J.
Goldwin, R.
Greenspan
Lynn, J.
Baroody, W.
Messersmith, N.
Seidman, W.
Spencer, S.
The helicopter will leave Williamsburg at 12:30 PM and arrive
at th~ P~ntagon . Helipad at 1:45 PM.
Limosines will meet the
group ~ and bring them to the White House.
Mr. Hartmann and Mr. Friedman and two typists are planning
to return Saturday afternoon by commercial jet.

~

fi
•c.-

\

-

JAN 15 1976

THE WHITE HOUS~

\

WASHINGTON

J>AEM~RANDUr
y~OM:

January 14, 1976

~ FRIEDERSDORF
/.n'"'K MARSH

BOB WOLTHUIS

{l£W

tm5-l:1J!.a:&~fa$S

SUBJECT:

This afternoon I met with Russ, Bill a!ld Vern to discuss how we handle
th~

State of the Union Message.
If you concur, we recommend that the classic leadership in both
Houses and the Chairmen and rahking Members of all committees
be given an advance copy of the speech. This is a rather broad
distribution and we may want to trim it.
Bill recommends that we distribute the Senate copies to Senators
Scott and Mansfield and let Ken Pavis or Stan Kimmitt have them
placed on each Senator's desk when they return from the House Chamber.
Bill recommends the following Senators be contacted for press and
television comments following th• speech: Scott, Griffin, Tower,
Goldwater, Weicker, Packwood and Fannin.
Bill will tal~ to these people once he has seen a copy of the speech
and we may wish to modify the list ont:e we see the contents.

'

Distrib~tion for all House Members wa. a serious problem to us
last year. Vern recommends and I concur, that we give 300 copies to
Mike Reed and 200 copies to Dennis Taylor and let them work out the
post speech distribution.

Vern recommends the following Congressmen fo.r post speech c::omments:
Rhodes, Michel, Anderson, Conable, Cederberg, and Latta. He will
also make these contacts once we have the speech in hand.
A member of our staff will take 150 copies into the Rayburn Reception ·
Room for distribution to the Diplomatic Corps.
f Ro

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 19, 1976

Jack:
John Warner called.
sit with the Cabinet as
during SOTU.

be permitted to
an" tonight

I gave him no encouragement or discouragement.

John's point was that since this was really the
"kickoff of the Bicentennial Ye r" it would be more
than appropriate.
Guidan~e.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTOt~

January 19, 1976

Meeting with the Cabinet
4: 0 0 p. rn. ( 1 5 minute s )
The Cabinet Room
From:
I.

James E. Connor

PURPOSE
To give the members of your Cabinet a preview of your State
of the Union Message.
1\~

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS & PRESS PLAN
A. Background: This meeting has been arranged to give the
Cabinet members the opportunity to hear personally from you what
you plan to e1nphasize in your SOTU Message this evening.
Certain of the Cabinet members took advantage of the invitation
yesterday to come to the Cabinet Room to read an advance copy
of the message, but not all of them have seen the advanced text.
B. Participants: Attached at Tab A.
C. Press Plan: Announcement to the Press.

III.

David H. Kennerly Photo.

TALKING POINTS:
I appreciate your coming here this afternoon. As you know, the
State of the Union Message is one of the most important speeches
made by the President during the year, and I wanted to have the
opportunity to discuss briefly with you what I plan to tell the
Congress and the American people tonight.

·1'.

Meeting of the Cabinet to Preview the SOTU Message
January 1 9, l 9 7 6 - 4: 0 0 pm
Attendees:
The President
The Vice President
Secretary of the Treasury, William Simon
The Attorney General, Edward Levi
The Secretary of the Interior, Thomas Kl'eppe
The Secretary of Agriculture, Earl Butz
The Secretary of Commerce, Rogers Morton
The Secretary of HEW, F. David Mathews
The Secretary of HUD, Carla Hills
The Deputy Secretary of Defense, William Clements (Secretary Rumsfeld
is preparing· for his trip to NATO)
The Under Secretary of Labor, Robert Aders (for ~cretary Dunlop)
The Deputy Secretary of Transportation, John Barnum (for Secretary Coleman)
The Counsel to the President, Philip Buchen
The Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, Frederick Dent
The Counsellor to the President, Robert 0. Hartmann
The Director of OMB, James Lynn
The Counsellor to the President, Jack 0. Marsh
The Ambassador to the UN, Daniel P. Moynihan
Jayn.es Cannon, Assistant to the President
Richard Cheney, Assistant to the President
James Connor, Secretary to the Cabinet
Alan Greenspan, Chairman, CEA
Ronald Nessen, Press Secretary
L. William Seidman, Assistant to the President
Brent Scowcroft, Assistant to the President
Frank Zarb, FEA
Note: Secretary Kissinger will be on his way to Moscow and Secretary Robert
Ingersoll is out of town, so there will be no State Department
Representative according to Secretary Kissinger's office.

;~

·_.:

1976 State of the Union:

A Summary

In his State of the Union address Monday night, President
Ford set forth his blueprint for America's future --a blueprint
that seeks to establish "a new balance" in our national life
and to solve the Nation's problems with hardheaded common sense.
Substantial Progress Already Made
The President pointed out that under his approach,
substantial progress was made in 1975:
-- inflation was cut nearly in half --

down~

about 7%.

-- the economy was brought out of recession and is now
enjoying a healthy recovery.
-- two thirds of the jobs lost in the recession have
been restored.
-- to those critics who were asking whether we had lost
our nerve, the U.S. has shown that it remains a strong and
reliable partner in the search for peace.
--and through the President's efforts~ much of the
public's faith in the integrity of the White House has been
restored.
Programs to Build Upon Past Progress
The President is now seeking to build upon the foundations
laid in 1975. Specifically:
1.

In the Economy

A.

Curbing Inflation

The centerpiece of the President's economic policies
to fight inflation and create jobs is his attempt to cut
Federal spending and to cut Federal taxes.
--The President's budget sets a limit of $394.2 billion
spending in fiscal year 1977 -- a substantial reduction under
earlier projected spending for that year.
-- In the last two years, Federal spending has increased
by a total of 40%. The Ford budget would limit the 1977
spending increases to 5.5% -- the smallest single increase
since President Eisenhower was in office.
-- The President devoted more personal time to the
preparation of the budget than any President in a quarter of
a century; as a result, he was able to pare spending without
cutting deeply into any programs essential for the health or
safety of the Nation.
-- To accompany the spending cut, the President is
calling for a permanent tax cut of $28 billion -- $10 billion
more than what Congress has allowed.
more
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B. Creating New Jobs ··-- The President is seeking to
create new jobs not through vast new public works programs
programs that have been tried and failed -- but by creating
conditions in the private sector that will stimulate economic
growth. The tax cut/spending cut is a major part of this
effort. In addition, he proposed in the State of the Union:
Accelerated depreciation for businesses constructing
new plants, purchasing equipment, or expanding their plants
in areas of 7% unemployment.
-- Broadened stock ownership so that moderate income
Americans will be given tax deductions for investing in
American owned companies.
1\~

-·- Changes in tax laws that will prevent family farms
and small businesses from being wiped out by estate taxes.
-- The President will ask for additional housing
assistance for 500,000 families.

c. Regulatory Reform -- The President has asked that
the regulatory burden be lightened in four industries
banking, airlines, trucking and railroads -- so that competition can be fostered and consumer prices reduced. Other
areas are still under study.
2.
In Energy -- Last yearvs comprehensive energy bill was
flawed but it does provide a base upon which to build. The
President is asking for swift Congressional action that
would deregulate the price of new natural gas, open up
Federal reserves, stimulate greater conservation, develop
synthetic fuels from coal; create the EIA, and accelerate
technological advances.

3.
In Health -- The President proposed catastrophic health
insurance for all persons covered by Medicare (the elderly
and disabled), so that none of them would be required to pay
more than $500 a year for covered hospital bills or more than
$250 a year for covered doctor's bills. Slightly higher
costs would be imposed upon Medicare beneficiaries to pay
for the insurance.
--Veterans were assured of high quality medical care.
-- The President spoke of the eventual need for national
health insurance plan but not one dictated by Washington; the
private sector must be the basis of it.

4.
In Social Security -- The President called for a full
cost of living increase for the elderly receiving Social
Security. At the same time~ he urged we face reality: the
Social Security Trust Fund is running out of money. To
preserve the fund and thus to protect future beneficiaries,
the President asked for a small increase in Social Security
taxes, effective January 1, 1977. The additional cost would
come to no more than $1 a week for any employee.
more
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5.
In Welfare -- The President said that current programs
had to be overhauled, but that they shouldn't be dumped in
the laps of State and local governments nor should we make
massive changes in midst of recovery. Some reforms can be
made now, the most prominent -- food stamp reform. The
President called for limiting food stamps to those in true
poverty.
6.

In Crime -- Law enforcement remains primarily a local
and State responsibility, but Washington can and must help.
The President is proposing: mandatory sentenc~g laws, more
Federal prosecutors, more Federal judges, and more Federal
prisons so that judges will be willing to send more criminals
to jail. The President also promised a further crackdown on
drug pushers.

1.
In Federal Program Consolidation-- The President
proposed that some 59 Federal programs be collapsed into
4 block grants -- health, education, child nutrition and
community services. The biggest block grant would be a
$10 billion health grant for medicaid and other purposes;
money would be distributed on basis of which state has most
low income families. Purpose of the consolidation would be
to wipe out red tape~ give those closest to the problems
greater flexibility to solve them. They would be similar
to revenue sharing, a program for which the President urged
re-enactment.
8.
In Defense and Foreign Policy -- The President called
for a significant increase in defense spending to ensure
that the U.S. never becomes second strongest power.
-- He pointed to numerous successes in foreign policy
of keeping the country at peace~ progress in Middle East,
strengthening of relationships with Europe and Japan,
progress on arms limitations.
But he warned against further internal attacks on
foreign policy community, especially the CIA, and against
further Congressional efforts to tie the hands of the President.
He promised action to strengthen the intelligence
establishment.

#

#

#

"Government exists to create and preserve
conditions in which people can translate
their ideals into practical reality.
"And in all that we do, we must be more
honest with the American people; promising
them no more than we can deliver, and delivering all that we promise."
(From the President's 1976 State of the Union
Message to the Congress.)

1976 St0te or the Union:

A Summary

In his State of the Union address Monday night,
President Ford set forth his blueprint for America's future
a blueprint that seeks to establish "a new balance" in our
national life and to solve the Nation's problems with hardheaded common sense.
Substantial Progress Already Made
The President pointed out that under his · approach,
substantial progress was made in 1975:
inflation was cut nearly in half--

dow~~ to

about 7%.

the economy \vas brought out of recession and is nm·l
enjoying a healthy economy.
-- two thirds of the jobs lost in the recession have
been restored.
-- to those critics who were asking whether we had lost
our nerve, the U.S. has shown that .it remains a strong and
reliable partner in the search for peace .
-- and through the President's efforts, much of the
._· .. public's faith in the integrity of the \vhite House has been
restored.
Programs to Build UpGn Past Progress
The President.is now seeking to build upon the foundatio!1s
laid in 1975. Specifically:
I

l.

In the Economy
A.

Curbing Inflation

The centerpiece of the President 's economic policies
to fight inflation and create jobs is his attempt to cut
Federal spending and to cut Federal taxes.
The President ' s budget s~ts a limit of $394.2 billion
spending in fiscal year 1977 -- a reduction of more tha!1
$20 billion bclmv projc~ctcd s[lcnding for that ye«lj"
()
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. In the last two years, Federal spending has incrca:;c~d
by a total of 40~. The Ford budget would limit the 1977
spending increases to 5.5~ -- · the smallest single increase
since President Eisenhower \vas in off ice.
-- The President devoted more personal time to the
preparation of the budget than any President in a quarter of
a century; as a result, he was able to pare spending without
cutting deeply into any programs essential for the health or
safety of the Nation.
·-- To accompany the spending cut, the President is
calling for -a permanent tax cut of $28 billion -- $10 billion
more than what -~ongress has allowed.
B. Creating New Jobs -- The Preside5't is seeking to
create new Jobs not through vast new public works programs
programs that have been tried and failed ~- but by creating
conditions in the private sector that will stimulate economic
growth.
The tax cut/spending cut is a major part of this
effort.
In addition , he proposed in the State of the Union:
Accelerated depreciation for -businesses constructing
new plants, purchas.ing equiprnent, . or expanding their plants
in areas of 7% unemployment .
-- Broadened stock ownership so that middle and lower
- . .. income Americans will be given tax deductions of up to
$1,500 for investing in -American owned companies.
-- Greater Federal support to spur the construction or
rehabilitation of 225,000 housing units .
-- ·changes in tax laws that will prevent family farms
and small businesses from being wiped out by estate taxes.
c.
Regulatory Reform -- The President has asked that
the regulatory burden be lightened in four industries -banking, airlines, trucking and railroads -- so that com'peti tio::
can be fostered and consumer prices reduced. Other areas
are still under study.

•
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2.
In Energy
Last year's comprehensive energy bill was
flawed but it does provide a base upon which to build. The
President j s asking for S\1ift Congress j anal action that
would deregulate the price of new natural gas, open up
Federal reserves, stimulate greater conservation, develop
synthetic fuels from cdal, create the EIA, and accelerate
technological advances.
3.
In Health -- The President proposed catastrophic health
insurance for all persons covered by Medicare (the elderly
and disabled) , so that none of them would be required to pay
more than $500.a year for hospital bills or more than $250 a
year for doctor's bills.
Slightly higher costs would be
imposed upon Medicare beneficiaries to pay for the insurance,
but the costs would be minor.
~
Veterans were assured of high quality medical care.
The President spoke of need for national health
insurance plan but not one dicta ted by l·lashington ; the
private sector must be the basis of it.
4.
In Social Security
The President called for a full r
cost of living increase for the elderly receiving Social
Security. At the same time, he urged we face reality: the
_ . ... Social Security Trust Fund is running out of money.
To
preserve the fund and thus to protect future beneficiaries,
the President asked for a small · increase in Social Securitv
taxes, effective January 1, 1977. The additional cost wouid
come to no more than $1 a week for any employee.

s. · In Welfare -- The President said that current programs
had to be overhauled, but that they shouldn't be dumped in
the.laps of State and local governments nor should we make
massive changes in midst of recovery.
Some reforms can be
made now; the most prominent -- food stamp reform.
The
President called for limiting food stamps to those in true
poverty.
6.
In Crime -- Lm1 enforcer:1ent remains primarily a local
and State respons~bility, but Washington can · and must help.
'l'he Prcsidcn t is proposing:
mandatory sentencing lmvs, more

•
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F.c deral prosecutors 1 more Fcdet·al judges 1 and more Federal
prisons so thu.t jucl9es will b ·2 \·Jilling to send more cri Dinal~
to jail. The Preside nt also promised a further crackdown on
. drug pm;hcrs.
7 . . In Federal Program Consolidation -- The President proposce
that some 60 Fedcr~l progrmas be collapsed into 4 block
grants --health, education, child nutrition and corr.munity
services. The biggest block grant would be a $10 billion
health grant for medicaid, other purposes; money \•lOuld be
distributed on basis of which state has most 10\v income
families.
Purpose of consolidation to wipe out red tape,
give those closest to the problems greater flexibility to
solve them. The~nvould be similar to revenue sharing, a
program for·which the President urged r~-enactment.
1\
8.
In Defense and Foreign Policy -- The President called
for a significant increase in defense spending to ensure
that the U.S. never becomes second strongest power.
-- He pointed to numerous su~cesses in foreign policy
of keeping the country at peace, progress in Middle East,
strengthening of relationships with Europe and Japan, progres~
on arms limitations.
But he wa~ed against further internal attacks on
- ·-- foreign policy corr~unity, especially the CIA, and against
further Congressional efforts to tie the hands of the
President.
-- He promised legislation and executive actions to
strengthen the intelligence establishment.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Congressman Joe Waggoner tele phoned me yesterday to
offer his observations on your State of the Union
Address. In sum, he said:
" Of the 15 State of the Union Addresses I have heard
since I have been in Congress, this is the best . "

cc:

Jack Marsh/
Robert T. Hartmann
Max Friedersdorf
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George F. ·WiU

State of the.Union: A: Matter of Num~rs...
On the eve of the State of the Union
address; it was alanningiy reported '
that President Ford has been reading a
classic of political literature. Fortunately, the rash aide who started this
consciousness-raising exercise placed
in the presidential hands a copy of Tom
Paine's "Common Sense" rather than,
say. Hegel"s "Philosophy of Right."
Hegel gets rather chewy as he tries to
prove that the bureaucracy of the modern state should be considered the new
aristocracy. But Mr. Ford vibrates to
one of Paine's simple axioms: "The
more perfect civilization is, the less occasion has it for government, because
the more does it regulate its own af.
fairs, and govern itself."
Mr. Ford's address was a creditable
exercise in making a virtue of
necessity. That is a labor of love for a
conservative, when the virtue is
frugality and the necesSity is a shortage
of public resourcses. During the
Watergate unpleasantness, the favorite
rhetorical question was: "Is ours a
government oflaws or of men?" Today,
even more than usual, one answer is:
"Weare governed by numbers.''
Having proposed for his listeners a
$10 billion tax cut, Mr. Ford, with his
next breath, took some of it back with a
Social Security tax Increase. Ten billion
is a nice little numtler; the Social
Security system's unfunded liability of
$2.5 trillion is a brute fact. Whoever
wins in NoYember will be in office long
enoogh to face the fact that such a
number cannot be dealt with by
anything Jess than a lot of general tax
revenues. Nudging up the Social
Security tax won't cope with it.
•

now are "les$ government~ less
Speaking of national health'lnsilrancc:
spending; )ewer g9vernment. emfor all Americans, Mr. Ford said: •·w~
ployees; less interference in the lives of
caru1ot realistically afford" it. Here
our citizens and businessmen.".
again, and not for the last time, he was
Carey is ~~-.;erned by numbers:
sOunding a note that ,is being sounded,
business bankl\tP~ies increased ~ per
by chief executives of states from sea to
.c,ent in New York last year. so carey_
shining sea. ·
reversec1 his declsion to seek new taxes.
It is not surprising that california's
Instead, he prowised cutbacks 'in
Gov. Edmund Brown, Jr., ~ho enjoys
services beyond the $900 million in cuts·
this sort of thing; took just 11 minutes to
already pianned:
·
give his budget message: no tax inEmplo)rment in New York State has
crease, and a budget increase of just 6.3
increased only _110 per &~t since 1960,
per cent (less than the rate of inflation),
much less than the. national average.
and about half the average annual in·
Last year the state lost over 250,000 noncrease under his predecessor, Ronald
farm jobs. Carey understands
Reagan. What is more interesting is
sovere· nty of numbers: h' · order
what northeast governors, products of
g the private
the area's liberal tradition, are saying.· ..... of bu · ess Is resus ·
In his recent "state of th~· state"
ersey., ·w here business
address, New York's Gov. Hugh Carey,
ba uptcies increased 30 per cent last
who year ago announced that "the
year, Gov. Brendan Byrne opened the
days of wine and roses are over"
new legislative .~:;ion by declaring, in'
carried his new anti-liberalism a mile
effect, that the bqsiness of.New Jersey
further. He proposed no new expensive
is business. He pr.oposed enticfug new
programs. and he said that his goals

'a

indUstrY with lower taxes. Like carey,
.aryne $aid it is time to re-examine
environmental laws-the
most
cherished F.l.QW~rs . of recent
liberalism-to sec if tbey are
discouraging indil$trial growth in the
state.
·
; 1n Connecti~t. 'Gov: Ell'a Grasso, .a
third northeasterifpemocrat having an
unpleasant ren~us with ',ieality.
5ays 5,000 cone-eighth! of the state's
40,000 employees·. ,could be eUminated.
.She has cut her ·own salary. and says
she will sell the state's silver tea ser~elp meet' the $35 miUion deficit
this year.
Like Mr..Ford. pt~e chief executives
ar~ under the .ate,r.n compulsion of.
numbers. But their policifl$. are not
offending public opinion as ~ed in
bl.s number: Las~ year, voters rejected
93 per cent of the -~tar amount of
proposed bond issues... That number
echoes the voice~f UJe people, as Paine
;would have wa* to hear it.

Charles McC ~Mathias

'.
By GeOrve ftebh for 'The Wnhl..... Pest

...And· Thi,ngs Left Unsaid
In his State of the Union Message,
President Ford drew upon some of the
finest themes in American history. He
called on all of us to recognize both the
best in our past and the best in our
present, and I certainiy share his vision
of an America whose greatness transcends her troubles. But what is to me
most remarkable abOut his message is
not what it says, but what it leaves ,
unsaid. Many of the most important
issues of our time were either quickly
brushed aside or not.even refe,rred to.
The Pres~dent, for example, · mentioned unemployment: 13ut ·he offered
no meaningful. soiUtioi;s.'.l!:lght million
Americans are op~ of YfOt~jOday.

. ·rm~~:.~ -' ·- ,· ·

Mr. Mathiaa i• a Republican
.erwtor from Maryland.
I
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Getting the unemploYed back to work is
the first priority, not only for those who
are out of work, but also for the health
of the entire econohty.
I agree with the President that an
investment tax credit, which would
enc:ourage the modernization and
expansion Of industry, iS a desirablE
step and I will support it in.Corigress.
but I will support it for reasons other
than' those the Pre!iident aP,vanced. I
don't believe it will do very much in the
lQng run to help people 'find. jobs.
Modernization of industry is neceSsary
to increase prp,Ou'ctiyity, but
au~ation historically pas ~.proved
helpful in creating joli;, ln (act, it may
have the opposit~ :·euect. What is
nee-ded, if we are to b~ve:full empJoYment, is a strucl~af chiusgejn our
attitude toward the: e61\c~t or full
employment. We must fo~ge. a ·part.
nership between )Xi\!ate busi~ and
government -a paryners~p t.b8t not

I

confront millions of Americans? More
the use of our land are in a state of
only will create the new jobs necessary
than three-quarters of the American
complete disarray?
immediately, but also will provide
And, finally, why has there been no
people now live in urban areas. Urban
stability so that these jobs do not vanish
pr;-oblems are a very real measure of
attempt' to focus on the significance of
on the next economic downturn.
human life. and the challenge of. the
Clearly, this would include tax and · national problems. What happened in
New York City, I think we all
individual spirit'? It seems to me that
other incentives to hire and train new
acknowledge, was in part due to conmore Americans are concerned with
people, and cooperative activities with
ditions prevailing in cities throughout
this question than with any other. They
labor and mangement aimed at exthe nation. With many cities in a state·
are worrying about the significance of
panding apprentice programs and
human life in modern society, about the
removing artificial barriers to job of physical qecay and financial chaos; I
~annot consider any report on the s't ate
relationship of each individual to the
opportunities. Our complex society is
opening up new demands for. public
o_f the union complete without some
nation, to the community, to the family
service in many fields; •.these must be
mention of this pervasive and growing
and to each other. While government
problem,
cannot, and should,not, regul~te these
explored in relation to talent in the
· In the year following the busing . relationships, it is- the prime responsurplus ~ob market. FinallY., we must
sibility of government to PI'Q\'ide a
come .to terms with what -our definition • turmoil in South B.oston and Louisville,why did .t he President also make po ~ climate in which burna~ befngs.can find
of·"fu)l emplo~ti~.,now 1~. with two
mention of race -relations? I am sure 1\ hapt~in~.
wage-earners in 'tnan,y.· families;' with
some people working n\ore ·than one
many .of.~ would prefer not to talk
In the· words. of John 1 ~d~; ." The
job, and: with a · highly mobile
happiness of society is the end of
about it, butthe disturbing conditio~'in
population. ... - .t : •. . . ) ·
·
Soutb Beston.and in...Louisville are not
government." This responsibility of
just local. l'heY are symptoms of racial ' government, which was so~ to the
The President nten6oned the importance of the int-elligence community
tensio~ that exists throughout the
founders of the republic a:nd retJected
to the national security, and I share his
country. Admittedly, there are no clear
by Thomas Jeffersou in the words of:the
concern that we should have all the
sol~tions 1 but there will be no solutions
Declaration of Independence, was a ·
infprma tion the government needs in
at iill i( we sirnply ignore th!'! problem.
subject that did not find any place in the
Why· did the President make no ' President'sreport.
order to prov,ide for the safety and
welfare of the- ·people; What is more
mention of the .e nvironment, of the
The constitutional obligation that the .
urban spr-awl that is dev.ouring our
President "shall from time to time give
remarkable, however, following a year
Of revelation CODC~tning the misuse of countryside and the carcinogenic
to the Congress Information on t~
State of the Uniori apd recommend to
intelligence agenci~s~ is that · the agents ·that are contaminating our
fOOds?
their Consideration such Measures as
President failed to addresS the fact that
·on the very day the President adhe shall judge necessary and ixthese agencies must be made to act
lawfully and to :respect ·the rights ·or_ dressed the Congress, Newsweek
pedient," does not exempt the Gongress
from responsibility to make its own
Americans. Thomas Paine, whom the devoted its cover story to examiming
the causes of cancer. Newsweek's
determination of the state of the union
President quoted, als~)said that " ... the
editor~ documented the scientific
and to consider such measures as they
source of tyrannY whicb drove the first
comm~nlty's growing· belief that the
deem necessary and expedient to
emigrants froin home, pursues their
descendants still."
promo
e .gene.r al welfare and
primary ca'qse of cancer in Americans
ert nee the pursuit of happiness.
In other imp~~nt te~pects, the' is ~Vlforlmental pollution. How can
I believe what the President said
President.' s '~ge • was most any 're'pc;~rt of the state of the union be
complete .Without a single word on the
aeserves serious consideration.
significapt for what it ·clid not mention.
I also believe that what the President
In the·yeal:' of the ~laRSfl~iif New enyi~nt ~when our own scientists
York City, for I~..,W~1 dkftbe .tell Us d.\at pollution is the main caus9" did Dol- say ,is a gra~~ cllallenge to the
~ongre~s and one'· that cannot be
President never .~ent.toii t.. ~.ay tl ill~, tl. our major health proble!P',
and'fiheJt~·planning of our ci~nnd
tgnor~d .
our cities and tbe~·~.that
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